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 “our tyre storage solutions are all about storage
efficiency, quality and ergonomics”

Increasing warehouse efficiency by Thinking Inside the Box
By “The box” we specifically mean your warehouse. Our broad ranges of storage 
solutions have one thing in common; robustness and adjustability, which allows 
us to provide your business with efficient solutions, perfectly fitted for your exact 
requirements. You can rest assured that we will find an efficient solution that 
meets your current needs – which is equally easy to adjust for your future needs. 

Customising your warehouse 
Contact us, and we will start thinking inside your box to develop the customised, 
variable storage solution for you. 

enquiries@dexion.co.uk 
www.dexion.co.uk

telephone  0800 581 531

http://www.constructor-storage.com/?utm_source=Tyre-Application-International&utm_medium=Link-page02&utm_campaign=Brochure
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A perfect fit for any tyre storage

Optimal storage of tyres is about  
obtaining the maximum amount of tyre 
storage in the available space without 
affecting the quality of the tyre – while 
ensuring efficient and ergonomic  
handling, through all seasons.

The basic layout of a warehouse is 
often already set, so this very much 
decides the storage solution you 
choose. However, it still needs to  
be flexible enough to precisely fit 
whatever height, depth and width is 
available. 

And this is what our products  
are designed for. Standardised  
components are assembled into a 
tailor-made solution – easy to install, 
durable in use, and easy to adjust and 
readjust again.

Thereby the variety of applications 
is almost endless – from a small 
shelving system for a local “used car 
dealer” to an automated high-rise rack 
installation for the international tyre 
manufacturer. 

Quick assembly 
Standardised components guarantee 
uncomplicated assembly. Accessory 
parts are simply placed in or hung  
on afterwards.  

Maximum stability
Due to the robust construction and 
high quality workmanship, even  
exceptional heights, depths and load-
bearing capacities are no problem. 

Durability
All surfaces, inner and outer, are 
zinc-galvanised or epoxy painted 
to guarantee the durability of the  
components. 

Guaranteed future-proof
Thanks to the modular and robust 
construction, there are no problems 
either in removal or in rebuilding. 
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The HI280 shelving system is ideal 
for smaller warehouses with manual 
handling. The basis of the system is 
uprights and shelves made from high-
grade pre-galvanized steel. These can 
be assembled in many different ways. 
Tyres without wheel rims can be stored 

Highly adaptable stationary storage

vertically, providing a higher storage 
density than piles of tyres on the floor 
and frees up floor space. Even tyres 
on rims can be stored like this for short 
periods, such as for seasonal storage. 
These medium-span tyre racks – with 
spans of up to 2 metres – can be very 
effective in small spaces.

hi280

 ▪ Manual handling
 ▪ Vertical storage
 ▪ Durable
 ▪ Versatile
 ▪ No corroding
 ▪ Easy to assemble  

and dismantle

Saving time 

Saving space

Saving costs

HI280 Shelving  
Organised tyre storage

More information see: 
www.dexion.co.uk/tyre-vertical

http://www.constructor-storage.com/Tyre-Longspan?utm_source=Tyre-Application-International&utm_medium=Link-page05&utm_campaign=Brochure
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More information see: 

Longspan Shelving  
high density storage
With longer shelf spans and fewer 
uprights plus the possibility to have 
double deep tyre storage, the long-
span system can store more tyres  
in the same space, compared  
to traditional shelving, thereby  
increasing the storage density. Due 
to the solid and stable design you 
can store not just tyres but tyres with 
rims as well. If you have a building 
with sufficient height, the longspan  
shelving can be configured into a  
multitier installation, drastically  
increasing the available space. 

The Dexion longspan system is easy 
to install, adapt and to expand with 
your changing requirements.
With a wide range of beam types 
and sizes, we can provide you with a  
solution that maximises the utilisation 
of your space.

www.dexion.co.uk/tyre-vertical

longsPan

 ▪ Long spans
 ▪ double deept
 ▪ Manual handling
 ▪ Vertical storage
 ▪ Versatile
 ▪ Easy to assemble  

and dismantle

Saving time 

Saving space

Saving costs

http://www.constructor-storage.com/Tyre-Longspan?utm_source=Tyre-Application-International&utm_medium=Link-page05&utm_campaign=Brochure
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Increasing capacity with mobile shelving

hi280 
MoBile

 ▪ Mobile
 ▪ Increased warehouse 

capacity
 ▪ Easy access
 ▪ Cost-effective
 ▪ Lockable units
 ▪ Compatible with 

HI280 system and 
accessories

Saving time 

Saving space

Saving costs

More information see: 
www.dexion.co.uk/Tyre-Mobile

http://www.constructor-storage.com/Tyre-Mobile?utm_source=Tyre-Application-International&utm_medium=Link-page06&utm_campaign=Brochure
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The HI280 shelving system can  
be mounted on mobile units to create 
the optimal, compact tyre storage  
system. Mobile tyre racks significantly 
increase the storage space compared 
to traditional methods and although 
the investment is higher, it is often 
seen as an inexpensive alternative to 
an expensive warehouse extension. 
This system is ideal when floor space 
is limited or rates per m2 are high. 

It can also create very secure storage 
as the mobile units can be locked and 
access given only through a key or  
electronic code. 
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In batch storage, many tyres of the 
same kind – e.g. winter tyres – are 
stored in bulk on pallets and only  
taken down mechanically and split 
for handling into smaller amounts 
when needed. Pallet rack storage is 
efficient, since it utilises the height 
as well as the width and depth of the 
space available. Pallets stored in wide 
aisle racking are freely accessible at 
all time, with no restrictions to layout.

Large scale bulk storage with P90 racking

P90

 ▪ Fast access 
 ▪ Pallet storage handling
 ▪ Adjustable
 ▪ Durable
 ▪ No corroding
 ▪ Easy to assemble and 

dismantle 
 ▪ Multifunction
 ▪ Compatible with the 

MOVO system

Saving time 

Saving space

Saving costs

More information see: 
www.dexion.co.uk/tyre-horizontal

Our P90 pallet racking system is very 
versatile, available in heights up to 
30 metres, with varying depths and 
widths. It can be assembled as single 
or double depth racks. 

http://www.constructor-storage.com/Tyre-Rack?utm_source=Tyre-Application-International&utm_medium=Link-page08&utm_campaign=Brochure
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By mounting pallet racks on mobile 
bases, you can increase a system’s 
storage capacity while maintaining  
access to the stored goods; this is 
the advantage of the MOVO mobile  
racking system.

The electronically controlled MOVO 
heavy-duty mobile racking system 
runs on embedded rails and can carry 
bay loads of up to 24 tons at racking 

Mobile bulk storage solution

More information see: 
www.dexion.co.uk/Tyre-Mobile

MoVo

 ▪ Easy access
 ▪ Saves space 
 ▪ Increased storage 

capacity
 ▪ State-of-the-art 

technology
 ▪ Variable control 

options
 ▪ Compatible with 

P90 system and 
accessories

Saving time 

Saving space

Saving costs

heights of up to 12 metres. A choice 
of control options ensure ease of 
use and when the individual aisles 
are open, state-of-the-art sensor  
technology guarantees absolute  
safety.

The MOVO system is ideal wherever 
a large amount of tyres need to be 
stored, such as in a manufcaturer’s 
warehouse or the main distribution 
centre of a tyre fitting company or 
wholesaler.
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http://www.constructor-storage.com/Tyre-Mobile?utm_source=Tyre-Application-International&utm_medium=Link-page10&utm_campaign=Brochure
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P90 Tyre Rack is suitable for the  
storage of nearly all car and van  
tyres. Due to the modular design of 
the tyre rack the storage space can be 
fully utilised.

Easy tyre handling with Tyre-Racks

tyre raCKs

 ▪ Compact storage 
 ▪ Fast access
 ▪ Easy kit handling
 ▪ Easy track keeping
 ▪ Adjustable
 ▪ Easy to assemble and 

dismantle

Saving time 

Saving space

Saving costs

More information see: 
www.dexion.co.uk/tyre-horizontal

Four tyres from one vehicle are  
placed horizontally and built up into 
a stack, they are then put away and 
stored on the arms of the tyre rack. 
This solution provides easy handling, 
storage and retrieval of all the tyres  
for one vehicle.
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http://www.constructor-storage.com/Tyre-Rack?utm_source=Tyre-Application-International&utm_medium=Link-page12&utm_campaign=Brochure


While the aim is to optimise your tyre-storage solution, there are also several handling solutions to consider. To achieve an 
ergonomic work-environment you need to be sure to match the handling equipment to your particular needs and to ensure 
it works suitably with the storage system. The following equipment is suitable for handling tyres. 

Handling equipment 

Work assist vehicle
A Work assist vehicle is suitable for 
the manual handling of tyres into and 
out of the racks.

Pedestrian stacker 
Pedestrian stacker for handling tyres 
either when stored on pallets or in the 
special P90 Tyre Rack.

Scissor lift
Scissor lift for working at heights, 
handling tyres manually in and out of 
racks.

Tyre cart
Tyre cart for manual handling of any 
tyre size – small or large. Used to 
transport sets of 4 tyres.

Reach trucks and narrow aisle 
trucks
When tyres are stored on pallets or inside 
containers, reach trucks and Narrow aisle 
trucks ensures an easy and safe storage.

Work assist vehicle Scissor lift Tyre cart* Pedestrian stacker Reach/Narrow aile truck

HI280  Shelving X X X
HI280  Mobile Shelving X X X
P90  Pallet Racking X X X
MOVO  Mobile Racking X X X
P90  Tyre Rack X X X
* Suitable for handling tyres on the floor
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More information see: 
www.dexion.co.uk/tyre-handling

http://www.constructor-storage.com/Tyre-Rack?utm_source=Tyre-Application-International&utm_medium=Link-page12&utm_campaign=Brochure
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Continental Dekk, Askim, NO
Continental needed a solution that would help them store 
and handle more than 200 000 tyres in their 12 000m2 new 
building. We became the natural partner installing their P90 
pallet racking. Now the tyres arrive in containers direct from 
the production factories and are easily stored directly into 
the pallet racking.

Lindströms Bil AB, Skövde, SE
Lindströms Bil was expanding its operations with a tyre 
service, and needed a good storage solution that was 
adjacent to their existing car care facility. We installed for 
them a mobile HI280 system offering twice the storage 
capacity of traditional tyre storage. 

Bekö Bil AB, Göteborg, SE
When the winter tyres law was introduced in Sweden, 
forcing all car drivers to have two set of tyres, Bekö Bil de-
cided to invest in a new state-of-the-art tyre centre. With 
limited space and double the amount of tyres, Our mobile 
storage solution was the only solution. HI280 shelving 
system, mounted on mobile units was installed providing 
tyre storage on seven levels.

Auto Dijksman, Katwijk, NL
After expanding their business and adding Mitsubi-
shi, Mazda and Hyundai to their dealership range, 
Auto Dijksman had an increasing need for tyre storage 
inhouse. We worked closely with the customer, develop-
ing a mezzanine floor solution with HI280 tyre racks on 
top, providing a free storage area underneath. With this 
solution no floor area was lost within the existing building.

Auto Lindvang, Sönderborg, DK
Auto Lindvang was facing a merger of two automotive 
companies and therefore needed extra capacity for stor-
age and handling of tyres. The solution was to install our 
mobile HI280 tyre racks working together with a scissor 
lift for handling all the tyres. 

More information see:
www.constructor-storage.com/Tyre-References 
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http://www.constructor-storage.com/Tyre-References?utm_source=Tyre-Application-International&utm_medium=Link-page14&utm_campaign=Brochure


15-20%
cut in operational costs

20-30%
tied-up capital freed

Highest efficiency
is ensured through
constant monitoring

More information see: 
www.dexion.co.uk/Analysis

Expert Advice and Services

The benefits of a Constructor 
rack inspection:

•  Comprehensive professional 
inspection

•  Certified and experienced 
inspectors 

•  No interruption to operations
•  Detailed inspection report 
•  Prevention of damage to people 

or goods
•  Extending life span of facilities
•  Early risk discovery minimizes 

future repair costs
•  Repair work can be completed 

quickly
•  Provides independent expert to 

assess equipment

Constructor Warehouse Intelligence 
System (C-WIS) is a software platform 
that works with any existing WMS or 
ERP system and provides you with an 
insight into capacity and capital binding.  

By processing data from your  
systems, C-WIS carries out complex 
calculations of your stocks balance and 
warehouse logistics providing specific 
proposals for changes. The suggested  

Warehouse optimisation and Consultancy

improvements can be as simple  
as amending stock locations or  
changing your buying patterns, which  
if done correctly can all have  
significant benefits.

What C-WIS does for you:

Keep your warehouse safe
- Spotting defects early

The daily movement of goods is 
likely to cause some knocks and 
damage to your storage system.  
In the long run, these minor  
defects can change the capacity of 
shelving or pallet racking and lead to  
incidents that could possibly cause 
damage to both man and material. 

Regular inspections will minimise  
the frequency and effect of these  
incidents by identifying crucial  
damage at an early stage. 

Our inspectors are highly  
experienced and certified. They  
provide yearly inspections to keep 

your facilities safe and up-to-date. 
Every inspection is followed by an 
offer of suggested replacement 
parts including fitting. When fully 
approved, you receive an official 
certificate of approval until the next 
inspection date.

More information see: 
www.dexion.co.uk/inspections
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http://www.constructor-storage.com/Analysis?utm_source=Tyre-Application-International&utm_medium=Link-page15&utm_campaign=Brochure
http://www.constructor-storage.com/Our-Services?utm_source=Tyre-Application-International&utm_medium=Link-page15&utm_campaign=Brochure


Your Dexion Distributor is:

Brysdales Ltd
Brysdales House
Drumhead Road
Chorley PR6 7DE

Tel:  01257 240 000
Email:  info@brysdales.co.uk
Web:  www.brysdales.co.uk

mailto:enquiries%40brysdales.co.uk?subject=HI280%20Shelving%20enquiry

